
1. ESSENTIAL TREATMENTS  |  The perfect prevention.
Essential care for all skin types. Designed to recover and restore the basic and essential functions of the skin. 

Absolute Fusion formulated for lifeless skins, lack of energy, sallow or dull tones. It fights the first signs of 
ageing. Rich in energising and brightening activess, Rose Quartz powder and Ruby Powder. And antioxi-
dants, such as Geranylgeranone and complexes of vitamins.
Keywords; Multivitamins, Energising, First wrinkles. 

Perfect Skin I designed to reduce and reverse the signs of stress on the skin. It reduces the effects of 
environmental pollution due to its anti-stress and anti-pollution complex, Buddleja Davidii and Thyme 
extract. It optimises and reinforces the defence mechanisms of the skin.
Keywords; Facial anti-stress, Anti-pollution, Optimiser.

2. SPECIFIC TREATMENTS  |  Adapted to the needs of the skin.
They provide a concrete and specific answer to a problem.

2.1 Specific treatments for oily, combination or acne-prone skins

Perfect Skin II specific facial care for combination, normal skin with a tendency to oiliness. Based on trace 
elements, vitamins and phyto-actives, it achieves hydration and regulation of these combined skins.
Keywords; rebalancing, combination skin.

Oil Clean formulated for the treatment of very oily or acne-prone skins. It treats and prevents acne by acting 
on several fronts; it regulates the activity of the sebaceous gland, controls bacterial proliferation through an 
active obtained by Blue Biotechnology (thiopeptide of marine origin) and phytoactives that renew, regene-
rate and improve healing.
Keywords; anti-inflammatory, bacterial regulator, acne, healing. 

2.2 Specific Treatments 

Whitening Lux Intense control over hyperpigmentation, dull skins or lacking brightness. Geno-cosmetic 
technology "geno-whitening peptide", an inhibitor that stops the formation of new hyper-pigmentation. And 
enhanced with a complex of active ingredients that regulate melanin oxidation and improve pigment 
distribution, avoiding local accumulations.
Keywords; Melanin inhibitor, it reduces the pigment oxidation, homogeneous distribution. 

Marine & Thermal specially formulated for sensitive, irritated or altered skin. Extra contribution of repairing 
nutrients such as marine plankton, marine trace elements and vitamins that repair and reinforce the skin 
defences.
Keywords; repair, sensitive skin, marine plankton.

Eye Care Line intensive restorative treatment for the eye contour. Due to its excellent relaxing and decon-
gestive properties, it instantly fades the signs of fatigue. It improves the elasticity and firmness of the skin 
providing a rejuvenation of the look.
Keywords; restorative, comprehensive eye contour treatment.
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3. INTENSIVE / EXPERT TREATMENTS
High performance for an effective objective. Intense beauty cures. 

3.1 Deluxe intensive treatments

Deluxe Innovation, our facial "cosmetic radiofrequency" treatment, with a tightening and firming effect. It 
avoids and corrects the loss of elasticity and therefore the formation of lax tissue. Its Filler Age Pro-Collagen 
complex acts as a true "injection" of tautness in the face.
Keywords; cosmetic radiofrequency, facial firming, lifting effect.

Deluxe Advance, it corrects the cellular ageing, fills in and smoothes wrinkles, densifies fine and shrive-
lled-up skins. Hexapeptide-50 acts as a cell activator and protector. Combined with Genistein, Elastin, and 
Organic Silicon that fill in expression wrinkles.
Keywords; anti-wrinkle, "wrinkle ironing", it recovers the density by filling the skin.

3.2 Premium care for the most demanding and exquisite skins. 

Black Diamond ultra-revitalising facial line. Using cellular codes, it recharges the skin with energy, main-
tains cellular communication, moisturises, and treats the signs of global ageing. Strengthened with magne-
to-cosmetics that activates bio-electric cell recharge.
Keywords; cellular energy, black diamond, magnetocosmetics. 

Black Orchid Moon hydrolipidic treatment that renews, fills and brightens the mature, dry and undernouri-
shed skins. It is rich in extracts of black orchid and moon orchid with powerful antioxidant action. Bakuchiol 
and Tsubaki oil provide a result of brightness and emollience.
Keywords; Bakuchiol (vegetable Retinol), tsubaki oil (Geisha oil). Hydro-nourishing line.

3.3 Intensive cosmeceutical treatment

TDC Clinik aesthetic medical line that combines the latest actives obtained by Biotechnology and natural 
extracts (Botanicals) of proven effectiveness. The objective is to meet the needs of the skin problems. It is 
developed to be complemented with any aesthetic medical treatment. 
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